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Abstract
Bufferbloat is excessive delay due to the accumulation of packets in a router’s
oversized queues. CoDel and PIE are two recent Active Queue Management
(AQM) algorithms that have been proposed to address bufferbloat by reducing
the queuing delay while trying to maintain a high bottleneck utilization. This
paper fills a gap by outlining what are the operating ranges, that is the network
characteristics (in terms of round-trip times and bottleneck capacity), for which
these algorithms achieve their design goals. This new approach to the problem
lets us identify deployment scenarios where both AQM schemes result in poor
performance when used with default parameters. Because PIE and CoDel have
been proposed with RED’s deployment issues in mind, it was essential to evalu-
ate to what extent we can tune them to achieve various trade-offs and let them
control the queuing delay outside their default operating range. We find that,
by appropriate tuning (1) the amount of buffering can easily be controlled with
PIE, (2) the Round Trip Time (RTT) sensitivity of CoDel can be reduced. Also,
we observe there is more correlation between the congestion level, the achieved
queuing delay and the targeted delay with CoDel than with PIE. This paper
therefore concludes there is no single overall best AQM scheme, as each scheme
proposes a specific trade-off.
Keywords: AQM; Bufferbloat; CoDel; PIE; congestion control
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1. Introduction
The combination of large buffers and loss-based congestion control mecha-
nisms can result in persistently full buffers and increased end-to-end delay; this
issue, known as bufferbloat [1], may be a serious hindrance to the increasing
number of latency sensitive applications. Even though there is some discussion
on whether bufferbloat is a widespread problem [2, 3], its presence has been
observed in mobile networks [4, 5].
Active Queue Management (AQM) has been proposed as a key way to allevi-
ate bufferbloat, i.e., AQM should be able to reduce end-to-end latency and avoid
lock-out phenomena within the Internet [6]. Widespread deployment of AQM
has not happened since the first proposals dating back more than a decade,
mainly due to their sensitivity to the operating conditions in the network and
to the characteristics of the low layers, and especially the difficulty of tuning
their parameters. Indeed, even though the hard-to-tune RED [7] was quickly fol-
lowed by the Adaptive Random Early Detection (ARED) [8] algorithm, and even
though many other mechanisms have since been proposed to ease setting pa-
rameters, AQM schemes have been reported to be usually turned off. Controlled
Delay (CoDel) [9] and Proportional Integral controller Enhanced (PIE) [10] are
two recently proposed AQM schemes that aim at tackling bufferbloat by control-
ling the queuing delay while attempting to address the problems that (A)RED
encountered in terms of deployment and stability. The authors of PIE state
in [10] that PIE “self-tunes its parameters to optimize system performance”
depending on network conditions, and the authors of CoDel claim in [9] that
CoDel “controls delay, while being insensitive to round-trip delays, link rates,
and traffic loads.”
This paper provides the first evaluation of the limits of PIE’s self-tuning
ability and CoDel’s sensitivity to network conditions by defining their operating
ranges (in terms of congestion levels, round-trip times or link rates). Our work
is based on ns-2 simulations, as this lets us assess a wide range of network
characteristics. CoDel has been found to be sensitive to the congestion level [11,
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12], and PIE and CoDel have difficulties controlling the queuing delay both in
high Round Trip Time (RTT) and high capacity paths [13] and in low capacity
paths [14]. This paper goes beyond the previously cited works by assessing,
with a new approach, the range of conditions in which the default parameters
of PIE and CoDel fail to perform well.
We then focus on cases where the default parameters of CoDel and PIE are
not suitable to assess whether CoDel and PIE can be easily tuned to (1) achieve
any desired trade-off between queuing delay and bottleneck utilization and (2)
let CoDel and PIE improve their performance outside their “default” operating
ranges.
This paper finally compares how CoDel and PIE react to a traffic mix con-
sisting of applications that have different characteristics, and how this specific
traffic impacts their tunability.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we briefly
describe the CoDel and PIE algorithms. We present the simulation setup in
Section 3. Section 4 looks into the operating ranges of the AQM schemes. In
Section 5, we study the tunability of CoDel and PIE, that is, how their parame-
ters can be set to achieve different trade-offs. Section 6 assesses the performance
and the tunability of CoDel and PIE when the traffic in the network consists
in a traffic mix where the different flows have various characteristics. Section 7
presents and sums up the related work to better highlight the contributions of
this paper. Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. CoDel and PIE Algorithms
In this section, we sketch how CoDel and PIE work, focusing on how these
algorithms use similarly-named target delay (denoted by τ) and update interval
(denoted by λ) parameters in a different manner. When needed for clarity, we
use the notation τx, λx to denote the parameters of AQM algorithm x.
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2.1. CoDel
CoDel keeps track of enqi, the enqueue time of each packet pi. At the
dequeue time deqi, CoDel measures the queuing delay of each dequeued packet,
δi = deqi − enqi. The algorithm has two states, a dropping state and a non-
dropping state, and the initial state is non-dropping. CoDel keeps track of the
number of consecutive drops in a variable ndrop, that is initialized as: ndrop =
1. We denote by µndrop the interval after which CoDel may enter (or stay
in) the dropping state and drop one packet; µndrop depends on the number of
consecutive drops, as follows:
µndrop =
λCoDel√
ndrop
(1)
Let t1 denote the time of the last drop. When a packet pi is about to be
dequeued at time t:
• if δi > τCoDel and t > t2 = t1 + µndrop , then: (a) CoDel enters (or stays
in) the dropping state, (b) pi is dropped, (c) ndrop is increased by 1;
• else: (a) CoDel enters the non dropping state, (b) pi is not dropped, (c)
ndrop is set to 1.
Then, at t2, µndrop is updated as per Eq. (1).
2.2. PIE
PIE estimates the current queuing delay, E[T ], by considering the current
queue length, qlen, and the draining rate of the queue, depart_rate as follows:
E[T ] = qlen/depart_rate. E[T ]old represents the previous estimation of the
queuing delay. PIE updates its drop probability, pdrop, every λPIE according
to Eq. (2). When a packet is enqueued, it is dropped with probability pdrop.
pdrop = pdrop + α× (E[T ]− τPIE) + β × (E[T ]− E[T ]old) (2)
The α parameter determines how the deviation of current latency from the
target value affects the drop probability. The β term exerts additional adjust-
ments depending on whether the latency is trending up or down. PIE scales up
these parameters to make pdrop adapt more rapidly when pdrop /∈ [0.01, 0.1].
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2.3. Default parameterizations
Since PIE [10] and CoDel [9] are intended to be mainly deployed with default
parameters [6], we first evaluate their operating range with these default param-
eterizations. The default values of τ and λ are: τCoDel = 5ms, λCoDel = 100ms,
τPIE = 20ms and λPIE = 30ms.
The default settings of CoDel and PIE, together with their different ways
of deciding whether to drop a packet, achieve different trade-offs between the
bottleneck utilization and the queuing delay. Intuitively, this can be explained
as follows:
• PIE adapts its drop probability every λPIE , whereas CoDel may drop a
packet only every µndrop in order to give end-points time to react to a
drop.
• PIE tries to maintain the average queuing delay around τPIE , whereas
CoDel would tend to act as a delay limiter, since drops are only applied
if delays grow above τCoDel.
• PIE allows more buffering than CoDel which would result in higher bot-
tleneck utilization.
2.4. Scheduling and AQM schemes
A recent proposal, Flow-Queuing CoDel (FQ-CoDel) [15] combines Stochas-
tic Fair Queuing (SFQ), priority queuing and CoDel. The IETF recommenda-
tions on AQM [6] note that “queue management” and “scheduling schemes” are
closely related, but address different performance issues. They may be used in
combination, but they should not be confused [6]. This article focuses on queue
management alone and the operating ranges of CoDel and PIE, and does not
consider FQ-CoDel or any other combination of AQM and scheduling.
3. Network characteristics for the sensitivity and tunability studies
Figure 1 presents the topology for the ns-2 simulations. We do not pretend
that this topology perfectly reflect actual topologies, however it is commonly
5
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Figure 1: Dumbbell simulation topology.
used to assess the performance of TCP and AQM schemes, such as advised in
standard documents [16, 17]. We define three congestion levels, light, moderate
and heavy, where respectively 4, 16 and 64 long-lived TCP flows are associated
with 4 sender/receiver pairs sharing the bottleneck.
The capacity of the bottleneck is 10Mbps, and the capacities of other links
snd1...n ↔ R1 and dest1...n ↔ R2 are 100Mbps, unless otherwise noted. The
size of buffers for the simulations are set according to the bandwidth–delay
product, where the bandwidth is the capacity of the bottleneck and the delay
is the base RTT (i.e., in the absence of queuing).
Figure 2 serves as example of the figures used in this paper: the boxes
encompass the first to third quartile (25% to 75% of the samples) and the
median value is shown as a point. On the x axis, the distance ∆ to the target
delay is the difference between the queuing delay δ and the target delay τ :
∆ = δ − τ (3)
We represent the bottleneck utilization as a function of ∆. Figure 2 illustrates
ideal design goals of trying to maximise bottleneck utilisation, while keeping the
queuing delay under control with respect to the desired target delay.
The bottleneck utilization is averaged every 5 s and we measure the per-
packet queuing delay. Each simulation lasts 300 s and has been repeated with
10 different random seeds, so each figure summarizes 600 link utilization samples
and several thousands of per packet delay samples.
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Figure 2: Plot style used in Figures 3 to 8.
4. Sensitivity of CoDel and PIE to network conditions
4.1. Impact of congestion level
Traffic and congestion levels are higher during peak hours than off-peak
hours. When an AQM scheme is deployed in such a non-stationary traffic en-
vironment, its ability to actually maintain its control on the buffer occupancy
is challenged. Thus, this section assesses the sensitivity of CoDel and PIE to
different congestion levels.
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Figure 3: Impact of the congestion level.
For the tests discussed in this section, the base RTT was set to 100ms, and
the one-way delay (OWD) of each link is RTT/6. The base RTT was set to
100ms because a common value for terrestrial inter-continental Internet access
and also because it is the RTT assumed by the algorithm of CoDel: the rationale
for this choice is thus to evaluate the capability of CoDel to carry out various
7
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congestion levels without considering the impact of CoDel’s answer to wrong
RTT assumptions.
Figure 3 shows that PIE’s ability to control the median queuing delay does
not depend strongly on the level of congestion. Under the three levels of con-
gestion considered, the median queuing delay is kept close to τPIE . We notice
that the spread decreases as the congestion level increases. PIE’s algorithm
enables it to have an median queuing delay very close to τPIE with the traffic
considered. However, probably because PIE considers previous queue states,
adaptation of drop probability to changes of the queue occupancy can be slow,
resulting in non-negligible variations in queuing delay.
The figure also shows that the median queuing delay with CoDel is lower
than, but close to, τCoDel, which is consistent with claims in [18]. However, we
can see that higher loads can result in delays higher than 20 ms; under heavy
load, median queuing delay is ≈ 15 ms (i.e., ∆ ≈ 10 ms).
As discussed in § 2.3, by default PIE should allow more buffering than CoDel.
This is verified by the results presented in this section (remember that ∆ = 0
means δ = 20 ms for PIE but δ = 5 ms for CoDel).
To summarize, with PIE, the achieved median queuing delay is close to τPIE
for the tested congestion levels. However the variation of the queuing delay may
be high. With CoDel, we noted a stronger correlation between the congestion
level, the queuing delay and τ .
4.2. RTT sensitivity
A different base RTT—that is, the minimum RTT, without any queuing
delays—can impact the behavior of congestion controllers and, as a result, the
ability of an AQM to control the queue. Thus, this section examines the sensi-
tivity of CoDel and PIE to different base RTTs.
The analysis below considers the following edge link characteristics:
RTT(snd1...N↔R1) = RTT(dest1...N↔R2) = 1.25ms. The RTT of the bottleneck
varies so that the base RTT is one of: 100ms, 200ms and 300ms. We do not
8
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Figure 4: Impact of the base RTT.
consider a lower RTT: since CoDel has shown poorer performance with larger
RTTs [9, Figure 8], we prefer focusing on an RTT higher than 100ms.
Delays of 200 and 300 ms can be considered as common for intercontinental
paths. We consider a scenario where the likely congestion level in such a network
is light.
The results presented in Figure 4 show that both CoDel and PIE are sensitive
to the base RTT value. For both algorithms, when the RTT increases:
• the median bottleneck utilization is lower—down to 80% with CoDel and
down to 94% with PIE when the RTT is 300ms;
• the median queuing delay decreases;
• there is more variation in bottleneck utilization and less variation in queu-
ing delay.
To better understand the impact of higher RTTs on the behavior of AQM
schemes, Figure 5 presents the queuing delay (averaged every second) and the
dropping probability of PIE for two RTT values during a representative time
interval. When the RTT is 100ms, the queuing delay tends to oscillate around
τPIE . When the RTT is 300ms, the maximum queuing delay and the maxi-
mum dropping probability are not higher than when the RTT is 100ms. The
main difference observed when the RTT increases, is wider oscillations in buffer
9
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Figure 5: Behavior of PIE with RTTs of 100 and 300ms.
occupancy and queuing delay: when the queuing delay is higher than τPIE ,
the dropping probability increases in order to maintain a queuing delay around
τPIE . However, when the RTT increases, the increase of the dropping probabil-
ity does not result in a queuing delay around τPIE but in a momentarily empty
buffer.
4.3. Capacity-limited networks
There is no single “typical” bottleneck speed and there is a wide variety of ac-
cess technologies; fiber deployments in urban areas may offer around 100Mbps,
but long-haul DSL used in many developed countries for rural access networks
may offer only 1Mbps and some links may still have lower capacities [19]. Thus,
this section looks at the sensitivity of CoDel and PIE to low link capacities.
The following analysis considers the following edge link characteristics:
RTT(snd1...N↔R1) = RTT(dest1...N↔R2) = 1.25ms. The base RTT is 100ms.
The capacity of the bottleneck is set to one of 500 kbps, 1Mbps or 2Mbps. We
consider a scenario where the congestion level is light, as defined in § 3.
Table 1 shows the time needed to transmit 1500B (the packet size used
in this paper), the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP) and the resulting size of
10
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the average or maximum queue size that PIE or CoDel, respectively, tries to
maintain. In these scenarios τCoDel and τPIE are so low that the targeted
queuing delays are by default not achievable as they mean extremely short
queues: this can be seen in Figure 6 with queuing delays way above the targets
when the bottleneck is set to 500 kbps.
Table 1: Bottleneck capacity, BDP and τ .
bottleneck capacity
500 kbps 1Mbps 2Mbps
transmission time of 1500B (ms) 24 12 6
BDP (in 1500B packets) 4.2 8.3 16.6
PIE: avg. queue size aimed (in pkts) ≈ 1 ≈ 2 ≈ 3
CoDel: max. queue size aimed (in pkts) < 1 < 1 ≈ 1
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Figure 6: Impact of low bottleneck capacities.
4.4. Discussion
In § 4.1, we saw that CoDel is sensitive to the traffic load; in § 4.2, that
CoDel and PIE are sensitive to the base RTT; and in § 4.3, that CoDel and
PIE are sensitive to link speeds and “break” when link capacities are very low:
the default parameters of PIE and CoDel may not suit every situation, making
these AQM schemes to drastically reduce the bottleneck utilization or to allow
a queuing delay that is far from τ .
Moreover, in light of the results presented so far, we can conclude that:
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• CoDel may not work well with RTTs higher than 100ms and is sensitive
to the traffic load;
• the self-tuning of PIE, supposed to make it robust and optimized for var-
ious network conditions, shows some limits.
Therefore, suggesting that no knobs need to be turned may be misleading.
The AQM characterization guidelines detail that the assessments “are not
bound to a particular evaluation tool-set” [16]. Our high-level conclusions, based
on ns-2 simulations, are consistent not only with other works that used ns-2 as
well [11], but also with studies based on IKR SimLib and its Linux Virtual
Machine (VM) integration [13] or emulated networks [20] using the Linux im-
plementations of the algorithms.
5. Tunability of CoDel and PIE
We focus on cases where the default parameters are not suitable, and τ and
λ were changed to assess whether CoDel and PIE can be easily tuned to (1)
achieve any desired trade-off between queuing delay and bottleneck utilization
and (2) let CoDel and PIE improve their performance outside their “default”
operating ranges.
5.1. Operating ranges of CoDel and PIE
We define the operating range as the range of network characteristics (bot-
tleneck capacity, RTT) for which the AQM schemes work as desired, i.e., main-
taining a high bottleneck utilization and a low queuing delay.
Based on our results and those of [13, 20, 14, 11], we outline below the
operating ranges of PIE and CoDel. Considering only the RTT and the capacity
of the bottleneck, denoted baseRTT and Cbot, PIE and CoDel, with their default
parameters, have trouble with controlling the queuing delay and maintaining a
high bottleneck utilization if:
• baseRTT ≥ 200ms (§ 4.2 and [20, 13]);
12
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• Cbot < 2Mbps (§ 4.3 and [14]);
• Cbot > 100Mbps ([13]).
We have observed that these AQM algorithms do not fulfill their design goal
outside these bounds, but we cannot guarantee that they work as expected
within them. If we consider other parameters than baseRTT and Cbot, our
results and those presented in [11] illustrate that there is a high correlation
between the traffic load and the performance of CoDel.
The limited operating range of CoDel and PIE prevents them from working
as expected with the specific characteristics of e.g. rural broadband (baseRTT ≈
300ms and Cbot ≈ 1Mbps) and data-center networks (baseRTT ≈ 10−5ms and
Cbot ≈ 104Mbps).
PIE and CoDel have had to be updated for cable-modems networks [21]: in
the context of networks with characteristics that make them fit into the operat-
ing ranges, the adequate performance of CoDel and PIE may not be guaranteed
as other parameters may have an impact, such as lower layers characteristics.
This shows that both schemes can be tuned to achieve another trade-off between
queuing delay and bottleneck utilization. However, it is not clear how changes
on τ and λ would affect the resulting queuing delay and bottleneck utilization.
We therefore turn to evaluating the “tunability” of PIE and CoDel, that is,
to assess to what extent we can obtain different trade-offs than the default ones
by changing only τ and λ; this would be a straightforward way to adapt their
operating ranges to specific network conditions.
PIE has already been updated for data-centers [22] by changing the α and
β parameters (see Eq. (2)). However, the IETF recommendations on AQM [6]
advocate the selection of default parameters appropriate to the general Internet
with auto-tuning to avoid RED’s deployment issues.
In [18], the authors say that λCoDel should be set to the RTT and τCoDel
to 5% of λCoDel. The objective is to make CoDel less sensitive to different base
RTTs, but the viability of these settings was not shown by the authors of [18].
We should also verify whether the queuing delay is actually closer to τCoDel
13
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when it is set to another value than 5% of λCoDel.
5.2. Impact of the target delay
We first evaluate the sensitivity of CoDel and PIE to changes of τ for var-
ious congestion levels. The network characteristics (RTT, link capacity, traffic
generation) are the same as in § 4.1.
In our simulations, we also tested with other values of τ but results were
qualitatively similar, so for the sake of clarity we only present those correspond-
ing to τ = {5, 10, 20} ms.
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Figure 7: Sensitivity to τ ; λ is set to its default value for each AQM.
Figure 7 shows that, as τ increases, both CoDel and PIE allow more buffer-
ing, resulting in higher bottleneck utilization. Also, when τ increases, the queu-
14
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ing delay δ, that is ∆+τ , increases. For both schemes, when the congestion level
is heavy, an increase in τ does not significantly change the bottleneck utilization
or the queuing delay.
With CoDel (Figure 7a), when the congestion level is light and for all the
target delays considered, 75% of the queuing delay samples are lower than
τCoDel, which is in line with what CoDel has been designed for. When the
congestion level is heavy, the median and maximum queuing delays are higher
than τCoDel, no matter the value of τCoDel. Thus, CoDel does act as a delay
limiter as long as the traffic load is not high.
With PIE (Figure 7b), under the two levels of congestion considered, and
for the various target delays considered, the median queuing delay is kept close
to τPIE . Increasing τPIE results in higher bottleneck utilization when the con-
gestion level is light. Therefore, different trade-offs can be achieved with PIE:
by changing τPIE , one can accurately tune the median queuing delay to any de-
sired value, bearing in mind that increasing τPIE results in a higher bottleneck
utilization and more variability in queuing delay.
5.3. Impact of the update interval
In this section, we evaluate the sensitivity of CoDel and PIE to changes of
λ when the congestion level is light. The network characteristics (RTT, link
capacity, traffic generation) are the same as in § 4.1 with a base RTT of 300ms.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity to λ. RTT = 300ms, default τ .
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The performance issues that had been observed in § 4.2 are alleviated when
λCoDel is higher than 100ms and set closer to the RTT, as illustrated in Figure 8;
contrary to what is seen Figure 4, bottleneck utilization is very close to 100%.
The fact that, in most deployment cases, the path RTT is not known at the
router deploying the AQM is a deployment issue for CoDel.
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Figure 9: PIE’s dropping probability for various values of λPIE .
By increasing λPIE when the RTT increases, the median bottleneck uti-
lization can be increased (compare with the results in Figure 4), but the high
variability of the queuing delay cannot be reduced. To visualize the impact of
λPIE on PIE’s behavior, we represent in Figure 9 the evolution of the drop
probability, during a representative time interval, for various values of λ. This
figure shows that increasing λPIE tends to result in a smoother evolution of the
drop probability, which does not actually reduce the RTT sensitivity of PIE in
terms of stabilizing queuing delay.
6. Performance with mixed traffic
Following the section “8.1. Traffic mix” of the IETF AQM characteriza-
tion guidelines [16], this section further assesses the tunability of CoDel and
PIE when the traffic is composed of a mix of applications which have different
characteristics.
This section compares the performance of CoDel and PIE when they are not
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stressed by a high congestion level, as CoDel has been found to be sensitive to
the congestion level ( § 4.1 and [11, 12]). The scope of this section to evaluate
how suitable both schemes limit the queuing delay and we suggest can guarantee
good user experience for latency sensitive applications.
6.1. Topology and traffic characteristics
We present in Figure 10 the topology and how the traffic mix is transferred
between the nodes.
sndSF R1
AQM - Qsize = BDP
R2 destSF
destCBR
destFTP
sndCBR
sndFTP
100Mbps - 1ms 10Mbps - 48ms 100Mbps - 1ms
Figure 10: Topology and traffic mix
This evaluation is made with network conditions within the operating range
of these schemes, that are defined in § 5.1. Therefore, we set the capacity of the
bottleneck (between R1 and R2) to 10Mbps and its one-way delay to 48ms. For
the other links (between sndX and R1, or between R2 and destX), the capacity
is set to 100Mbps and the one-way delay to 1ms. All the links are symmetric
and the base RTT is 100ms.
CoDel or PIE may be introduced at R1 and the queue size is set to the BDP.
To further evaluate the tunability of both schemes and validate the conclusions
derived in § 5.2, we will consider two target values for both CoDel and PIE
(τCoDel = τPIE = 5ms or τCoDel = τPIE = 20ms). As shown in § 5.3, the
interval has been shown to (1) be related to the RTT with CoDel and this
scenario considers a unique RTT, and (2) only “smooth” the dropping probability
in PIE; therefore, we only consider one value for this parameter that will be set
to its default value for each algorithm.
The different kinds of traffic considered are the following:
• Between sndCBR and destCBR, NCBR Constant Bit-Rate (CBR) flows
use User Datagram Protocol (UDP) with a sending rate of 87 kbps and a
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packet size of 218B. This models Voice-over-IP (VoIP) or gaming traffic,
as in [21, p. 17].
• Between sndSF and destSF , NSF flows transfer files of S kB (S ∈
{15; 44; 73; 102}). For every new download, a value of S is randomly picked
from the set {15; 44; 73; 102} and every new download starts after T sec-
onds, generated with an exponential law with an average of 9.5 s. This
traffic enables assesment of the benefits of using AQM for short flows.
• Between sndFTP and destFTP , NFTP TCP bulk flows are generated. TCP
flows use the CUBIC congestion control policy. The TCP options are the
same as those specified in § 3.
The following traffic mixes are generated:
• Traffic case 1: NCBR = 1, NSF = 6 and NFTP = 1;
• Traffic case 2: NCBR = 2, NSF = 12 and NFTP = 2.
All flows randomly start between 0 s and 1 s. Each run lasts 100 s and is
repeated 10 times. The metrics are sampled each second (except for the queuing
delay and the one way delay which are sampled per-packet).
In Figures 11, 12 and 13, “CoDel - 5ms” (resp. “PIE - 20ms”) denotes the
case where the AQM is CoDel (resp. “PIE”) with a target value of 5ms (resp.
20ms).
Each following subsections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 separately present the results
for each class of traffic but the results have been obtained with every class
generating traffic. As one example, when subsection 6.2 presents the results for
the CBR traffic with traffic case 1, the traffic been carried out in the network
is: 1 CBR flow, 6 small files downloads and 1 FTP bul transfer.
6.2. CBR traffic - between sndSF and destSF
The performance for CBR traffic is shown in Figure 11. For the sake of
simplicity, the cumulative goodput measured at node destCBR has been divided
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by NCBR. This figure has been generated following the example in Figure 2.
For the sake of clarity, the results with DropTail are not shown on this graph.
These results show that the measured queuing delay is close to 100ms.
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(b) Traffic case 2
Figure 11: Average goodput and queuing delay for the CBR traffic
With CoDel as an AQM, changing the target value does not affect the queu-
ing delay experienced by the CBR flow for traffic case 1. The queuing delay
is never above the target delay, whether it is set to 5ms or 20ms. With the
traffic case 2, the queuing delay is increased and the meaning of the target de-
lay is consistent with the conclusions of § 5.2. These results further provide
evidence that there is a correlation between the traffic characteristics and the
performance of CoDel.
When the PIE AQM algorithm is used, the queuing delay increases when the
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target delay increases, which is closer to what is expected. This confirms our
conclusions proposed in § 5.2 that PIE can easily be tuned to achieve different
trade-offs. With the traffic case 2, the median queuing delay is notably lower
than the target, because the congestion level is low: PIE allows buffering, but
on average, the buffer occupancy is low. As PIE allows more buffering than
CoDel, more packets might accumulate in the buffer, resulting in data arriving
in bursts at the receiver, which explains why the cumulative goodput may be
above 87 kbps.
When the traffic consists of at least two bulk flows, our conclusions of § 5.2
are confirmed: with they have the same target delays, PIE would allow more
buffering than CoDel, as PIE would tend to set the average queuing delay to its
target, whereas CoDel acts as a queuing delay limiter.
Furthermore, the results presented in this section let us conclude that both
CoDel and PIE enable a significant latency reduction that can achieve an in-
crease in the quality of experience for this kind of traffic. These results also
confirm the correlation between the traffic characteristics and CoDel’s perfor-
mance and the fact that PIE is easy to tune.
6.3. Small files download - between sndSF and destSF
Figure 12 shows the transfer time of small files as a function of the AQM
chosen and the file size. The box-plots show the 5th, the 25th, the 75th and the
95th percentiles and the median value.
With DropTail, this transfer time is much longer than with any AQM. In-
deed, even if we can expect a better bottleneck utilization without any AQM,
such gain comes at the cost of high queuing delay. As one example, with a
queuing delay of 100ms, the experienced RTT with DropTail is 200ms, whereas
it is ≤ 120ms with both CoDel and PIE. This can be achieved without causing
a slower congestion window progression at the beginning of the communication,
but also in a slower reaction to congestion losses. These results clearly indicate
that AQM is needed to guarantee a lower web page download time.
The transfer time with the different parameterizations of CoDel and PIE
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Figure 12: Small file download time
are similar. We attribute the small difference to come from (1) PIE allowing
more buffering (and a higher queuing delay) than CoDel and (2) the bottleneck
utilization being momentarily higher with PIE than with CoDel (see § 6.4). As
the state of the queue evolves during one simulation (full, empty, queuing delay
close to the target, etc.), the current state impact the download time of a given
small flow.
6.4. Bulk flows - between sndFTP and destFTP
We show in Figure 13 the CDF of the goodput measured at node destFTP
with and without AQM and for both traffic cases 1 and 2.
Consistent with intuition, the goodput with DropTail is higher than with
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Figure 13: Goodput of the bulk flow
any AQM. The goodput reduction resulting from the introduction of AQM is
the cost that enables the latency reduction shown in § 6.2 and § 6.3.
The results shown in this figure confirm our earlier analysis that identified
the different behaviours for both CoDel and PIE: when these schemes have the
same target value, the goodput is higher with PIE than with CoDel. PIE acts
as an average queuing delay controller and CoDel as a queuing delay limiter.
Our results also show a relationship between target delay and goodput. Both
schemes achieve a higher goodput when their target delay is increased.
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7. Related work
Over the last few years, academic research on AQM has been quite active.
It is thus important to assess how the work presented in this article fits in the
past and current efforts in this area.
7.1. Early AQMs in the 90’s
In 1993, RED [7] was designed mostly to keep the queue short while allowing
occasional bursts of packets. The rationale behind such approach was to limit
the global synchronization that results in low channel utilization, a bad use of
the network resources and low quality of experience.
However, the internal parameters of RED made it hardly deployable by
default without specific parameterizations that are linked to the deployment use
case. Thus, there are many studies that (1) update RED for specific use cases,
or (2) trying to optimize its parameterization, or (3) its algorithm to achieve
specific goals [23, 24, 25, 26, 8, 27, 28]. An extensive list of these variants can
be found in [29].
Also, based on the concept of dropping packets before the queue is full, many
AQM have been proposed in the last decade, such as BLUE [30], CHOKe [31],
PI [32] or RIO [33]. A survey [29] proposes a classification where these AQMs
are classified between heuristic approaches, control-theoretic approaches and
deterministic optimization approach.
7.2. The bufferbloat: an issue that raises the interest for new AQM schemes
Despite this amount of academic activities on the interest on deploying
AQMs, the AQMs have been reported to be usually turn off, even though they
can be available in network components. Indeed, a vendor may hardly sell an
hardware with AQM enabled by default when the parameterization can depend
on the deployment use-case or the characteristics of the lower layer. However,
the need for deployed AQMs becomes essential, with the increasing number of
latency sensitive applications and the non neglectable amount of buffering in
queues.
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In the light of these deployment issues and the need for parameterless AQM,
CoDel and PIE have been proposed to tackle bufferbloat. While PIE extends the
past work on control-theoric approaches, CoDel’s deterministic approach is quite
newer and based on the distinction between “good” and “bad” queues. On top
of comparing their performance with previous AQMs, the actual performance of
CoDel and PIE shall be looked at with this deployment issue in mind, which is
what is assessed in this paper. This is essential information since these schemes
are about to be standardized at IETF.
7.3. Evaluations of CoDel and PIE
As soon as their code was available, CoDel and PIE have been evaluated
in distinct papers that use various evaluation toolset [34, 11, 12, 35]. The
objective of this paper is slightly different, since the scope is to identify the
network configuration under which CoDel and PIE have struggles with working
by default. Moreover, it is worth pointing out our results are consistent with
those of [13, 20, 14, 11], and this let us have confidence in the working areas
delimited in this paper.
This work also identifies that there is no AQM that is optimized to work
on every use-case. This confirms the results of [36] and joins the discussion
provided in [34]. The working areas that have been identified in this paper have
let us improve CoDel to work on capacity limited-networks [37] or PIE on long
RTT networks [38].
8. Conclusion
Deploying AQM is an essential step in reducing end-to-end latency [6].
Widespread deployment of early AQM proposals has not happened yet, mainly
due to their sensitivity to the network characteristics. Two recently proposed
AQM schemes attempt to tackle bufferbloat while addressing these issues. Be-
fore considering actual deployment of CoDel and PIE, it is essential to identify
their operating ranges (in terms of RTT, bottleneck capacity and congestion
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level). We provide the first evaluation of the limits of PIE’s self-tuning ability
and the sensitivity of CoDel to network conditions. Our conclusions, based on
ns-2 simulations, are consistent with recently published studies that emulates
networks using Linux implementations of the algorithms. We found that both
schemes show performance issues when the RTT is higher than 200ms, or the
bottleneck capacity is lower than 2Mbps. By considering a traffic mix, we also
analyze how the default parameterization of PIE and CoDel lets PIE allow more
queuing delay than CoDel and achieve higher bottleneck utilization.
Because the use of CoDel and PIE with their default parameterizations re-
sults in poor performance for some deployment use-cases, such as data-centers
or rural broadband networks, and this shows that manual tuning can hardly be
avoided. Also, within the operating ranges, the desirable performance may dif-
fer from the trade-off that can be obtained with the default parameters of CoDel
and PIE. As a result, we have also studied to what extent these algorithms can
be manually tuned for these use-cases. We saw that the median queuing delay
can easily be modified with PIE and CoDel by changing the target delay only;
however, this works for CoDel only when the congestion level is low. Setting the
update interval to the RTT reduces the RTT sensitivity of CoDel, but in many
deployment cases, the person configuring the router will not be aware of the
path RTT. Increasing the update interval tends to result in smoother evolution
of the drop probability for PIE. The paper therefore identifies the need to tune
parameters in these network scenarios, and has identified which parameters need
to be tuned to achieve acceptable performance.
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